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The concept of latent triplet periodicity in coding DNA sequences which has been earlier extensively
discussed is conﬁrmed in the result of analysis of a number of eukaryotic genomes, where latent peri-
odicity of a new type, called proﬁle periodicity, is recognized in the CDSs. Original model of Stochastic
Homogeneous Organization of Coding (SHOC-model) in textual string is proposed. This model explains
the existence of latent proﬁle periodicity and regularity in DNA sequences.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
It is well known, that protein encoding in DNA sequences is
based on the triplet genetic code. In the consequence and due to
various indirect results of gene and coding DNA sequence (CDS)
analysis, a point of view is widely disseminated that there is triplet
periodicity in such sequences. The concept of triplet periodicity
and its’ application to distinguish protein-coding from non-coding
DNA sequences have been proposed approximately three decades
ago. The works (Trifonov and Sussman, 1980; Fickett, 1982; Herzel
and Große, 1997; Grosse et al., 2000) were among the ﬁrst in the
ﬁeld. Since then, the existence of latent triplet periodicity in DNA
is still relevant for discussion and research. Many mathematicalLtd. This is an open access article u
þ7 4967 318500.
y),methods, revealing the exons, genes and CDSs, try to use this fact
(Issac et al., 2002; Yin and Yau, 2007; Wang and Stein, 2010;
Marhon and Kremer, 2011; Rivard et al., 2012; Yin, 2015). More-
over, the hypotheses about structural particularities inducing
latent triplet periodicity in DNA sequences arise, as in the works
(Sánchez, 2011; Shah and Krishnamachari, 2012; Howe and Song,
2013), for example. However, the existed reliable methods for
recognizing latent periodicity, as a rule, are based on the models of
latent periodicity represented by imperfect tandem repeats (Ben-
son, 1999; Sokol et al., 2007). But in the majority of coding regions
the latent periodicity of such type does not spread over their
whole length. So, the methods, focusing on revealing such peri-
odicity, in general, are insufﬁciently effective. These methods can
be classiﬁed as direct methods of latent periodicity recognition.
Along with the direct methods for recognizing latent periodicity,
the other methods are widely applied that can be called as indirect
or circumstantial, because they are not relying on any model of
periodicity. For example, the methods of Fourier analysis, innder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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considered as such methods. Dominated peaks in the graphs or
periodograms observed in applying these methods are only
indirect support in favor of latent periodicity existence. In the
strict sense, additional instantiation is demanded for the estimates
of latent periodicity period obtained by these methods (Epps et al.,
2011).
Thus, the concept of triplet periodicity in the coding regions
has not being reliably conﬁrmed, as a type of latent periodicity in
DNA coding regions was remained unknown. As shown in the
present work, the latent periodicity in the CDSs of genomes under
consideration is represented by a new type called earlier as proﬁle
periodicity (Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2008). It was noted in the works
(Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2008, 2011), the approximate tandem
repeats are particular case of latent proﬁle periodicity. Conse-
quently, a notion of latent proﬁle periodicity based on a model of
proﬁle periodicity (proﬁlity) generalizes the notion of approximate
tandem repeat (Benson, 1999; Sokol et al., 2007). Owing to the
model, a spectral-statistical approach (Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2011)
has been elaborated for recognizing latent proﬁle periodicity in
DNA sequences. Since new type of latent periodicity generalizes
the notion of approximate tandem repeat, one can assume such
type of periodicity may be recognized in the majority of DNA
coding regions. In the present work this assumption is conﬁrmed
by analysis of the sequences from human and a few eukaryotic
genomes. Moreover, it is shown in the work, that a phenomenon
which in the frame of spectral-statistical approach has been
named as triplet regularity is observed practically in all of the CDSs
from the genomes. Besides, it is shown that, the phenomenon of
triplet regularity is absent practically in all introns of the genomes.
The results of analysis allow suggesting hypothesis about the
existence of two-level organization of coding in the CDSs. The ﬁrst
level of coding organization is due to the genetic code. This level is
manifested as latent triplet proﬁlity, or as triplet regularity. The
second, the higher level of coding organization is displayed when
latent period of more than three bases is revealed against the
background of triplet regularity, while latent triplet proﬁlity is
absent in CDS (Kutyrkin and Chaley, 2011).
A model of Stochastic Homogeneous Organization of Coding
(SHOC-model) in DNA sequences is considered in the work. This
model uncovers possible semantic meaning of the proﬁle peri-
odicity existent in DNA regions. In the frame of the model, biolo-
gical information encoding is realized by using the codons of the
same size. So, the genetic code can be natural example of such
model. Generally, in accordance with the model under con-
sideration, size of its codons coincides with size of latent proﬁle
period revealed in DNA sequences. In this case, DNA sequences,
wherein latent proﬁle periodicity with period of greater than three
bases is recognized, are of especial interest. In such DNA sequences
size of latent proﬁle period can correlate to length of repeating
structural domain in encoded protein (Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2011;
Kutyrkin and Chaley, 2011). To demonstrate structural-statistical
properties of the proposed model of coding, the results of simu-
lation experiments with re-encoded text of the literary works in
English and Italian languages are represented.2. Materials and methods
Earlier, in the article by Chaley and Kutyrkin (2011) a new
notion of latent proﬁle periodicity (latent proﬁlity) has been
considered. For revealing the latent proﬁlity in DNA, a spectral-
statistical approach (2S-approach) has been elaborated which is
based on investigation of a few statistical spectra obtained in the
result of quantitative analysis of textual strings, particularly, DNA
sequences. In the present work this approach was applied toanalysis of coding DNA sequences (CDSs) from the KEGG 54.1
database (Kanehisa et al., 2012). Totally 17652 human, 18110 ara-
bidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), 7948 nematode (Caenorhabditis
elegans) and 13818 fruit ﬂy (Drosophila melanogaster) CDSs with
conﬁrmed functional activity have been selected. To compare the
CDSs with non-coding sequences, 277477 introns from human
genome, 152993, 59605 and 60332 introns from the genomes of
arabidopsis, nematode and fruit ﬂy, correspondingly, have been
considered, at that the intron lengths were of the same order like
in the CDSs. The intron sequences were obtained from the EID
database (Shepelev and Fedorov, 2006). The CDSs and introns of
Mus musculus mouse genome were also obtained from the EID
database. The CDSs from mouse genome have been considered
without conﬁrmation of their functional activities.
For simulation numerical experiments the English text of book
“Three Men in a Boat” (http://www.bibliomania.com/) by Jerom K.
Jerom and the Italian text of book “Le avventure di Pinocchio”
(http://www.linguaggioglobale.com/) by Carlo Collodi has
been used.
In the present work an original model of Stochastic Homo-
geneous Organization of Coding (SHOC-model) in DNA sequences
is proposed which explains the existence of latent proﬁle peri-
odicity in these sequences. So, before the SHOC-model will be
described, let us give a short description of the spectral-statistical
approach (2S-approach) based on a model of proﬁle periodicity.
2.1. Model of proﬁle periodicity
A model of proﬁle periodicity is core of the spectral-statistical
approach. The model uses a notion of random character ChrðpÞ
with probability (frequency) column p¼ ðp1;…pK ÞT . This random
character is a random variable getting value of the ith letter from
alphabet A¼ a1; :::; aKh i with probability pi. Of such the n
independent random characters a random string Str ¼ StrnðπÞ ¼ C
hrðp 1Þ…Chrðp nÞ is formed. So, this string is induced by matrix
π¼ ðp 1;…;p nÞ ¼ ðπ ij ÞKn called n-proﬁle matrix.
Random string Str¼ Chrðp 1Þ:::Chrðp nÞ can be considered as a
scheme of n independent trials for the random characters taking
on the values from alphabet A¼ a1; :::; aKh i. In the ﬁrst trial a value
of random character Chrðp 1Þ is realized, in the second – a value of
Chrðp 2Þ,..., in the nth trial a value of Chrðp nÞ is realized. In each jth
trial a value (letter of alphabet A¼ a1; :::; aKh i) is realized in
accordance with a probability column p j of random character
Chrðp jÞ.
Letter ai A A can be identiﬁed with a random character for
which all components of frequency column are equal to zero,
excepting the ith unitary component. For example, textual letter
a1AA is identiﬁed with a random character Chrðp Þ,
where p¼ ð1;0; :::;0ÞT . Consequently, in each trial of such character
Chrðp Þ its value as textual letter a1 is always realized. So, any
textual string in the alphabet A can be identiﬁed with corre-
sponding random string of the same length.
Any integer L from a range 1 ; :::; Lmax , where Lmax  n5K, is called
a test-period of string Str¼ StrnðπÞ ¼ Chrðp 1Þ:::Chrðp nÞ. Let L be a
test-period for the string Str¼ StrnðπÞ ¼ StrLðπ 1Þ…StrLðπ mÞStrMðπ
mþ 1Þ represented by its sequential substrings of length L and the
last substring of length 0r M o L. Consequently, πi ¼ ðp kþ1;
…;p kþ LÞ, where k¼ Lði1Þ for i¼ 1;m. If M ¼ 0, i.e.
π¼ ðπ 1;…;π mÞ, then matrix ΠStrðLÞ ¼ 1m
Pm
i ¼ 1
π i is called L-proﬁle
matrix of string Str. If M a 0, then matrix ΠStrðLÞ is corrected
correspondingly. By this means, for the string Str a proﬁle-matrix
spectrum ΠStr is introduced that is determined in a range of the
string test-periods.
Let for the string Str¼ StrnðπÞ ¼ StrLðπ 1Þ…StrLðπ mÞStrM
ðπ mþ 1Þ, mentioned above, π 1 ¼…¼π m ¼π 0 be, where mZ5K
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sentable in the form of StrLðπ 1Þ ¼ Str1…Str1
⏟
τ times
, where Str1 ¼ StrkðπÞ
is a random string of length koL with proﬁle matrix π. Then the
string Str is called L-proﬁle string with random periodicity pattern
Ptn Lðπ 0Þ ¼ StrLðπ 0Þ. In this case, the string Str is designated as
Tdm Lðπ 0;nÞ and matrix π 0 is called its general proﬁle matrix,
because this matrix induces the whole proﬁle-matrix spectrum of
the string. If L¼ 1, then 1-proﬁle string is called homogeneous
string, because its pattern consists of one random character.2.2. Spectral-statistical approach to revealing proﬁle periodicity
The spectral-statistical approach to revealing latent proﬁle peri-
odicity in the textual strings which particular case is DNA sequences is
based on the above considered proﬁle periodicity model.
Let Str be analyzed string of length n in alphabet A. String Str
can be both random and textual one. To estimate its supposed
period Λ a spectrum ψΛ is used. This spectrum is represented by
statistics that for the string Str at test-period λ takes on a value
ψΛðλÞ ¼
n
λ
Xλ
j ¼ 1
XK
i ¼ 1
π ij πij
 2
=π ij ; ð1Þ
where ðπ ij ÞKλ ¼Π StrðλÞ is λ-proﬁle matrix of the string Str, ðπ ij ÞKλ ¼
Π Tdm Λ ðλÞ is λ-proﬁle matrix of Λ-proﬁle string Tdm Λ ¼
Tdm ΛðΠStrðΛÞ;nÞ.
Spectrum ψΛ is comparison spectrum between analyzed string
Str and Λ-proﬁle string which general matrix coincides with
Λ-proﬁle matrix of the analyzed string. Particularly, if Λ¼ 1, then
ψ1 is comparison spectrum of analyzed string Str and a homo-
geneous (1-proﬁle) string. Spectrum ψ1 is called a general spec-
trum of analyzed string Str. Fig. 1 shows the general spectra for 9-
proﬁle string (Fig. 1a) and its realization (Fig. 1b). As follows from
the ﬁgures, at each test-period λ general spectrum of realization is
distinguished from general spectrum of 9-proﬁle string by a value
that is like a random value distributed by χ2 with N¼ ðλ1ÞðK1Þ
freedom degrees. So, in Fig. 1b an additional graphic of the X
spectrum is shown that at test-period λ takes on a value XðλÞ ¼
χ2critðN;αÞ of the right cut-off of χ2-distribution with N¼ ðλ1ÞðK
1Þ freedom degrees at signiﬁcance level α¼ 0:05. To eliminate
essential distinction between the general spectra of proﬁle string
and its realization, for analyzed textual string Str¼ str with the
help of spectrum ψ1 (1) a characteristic spectrum C is introduced
which value at test-period λ is the following
CðλÞ ¼ψ1ðλÞMðχ2ðK1Þðλ1ÞÞ; ð2ÞFig. 1. Period estimations in the proﬁle and textual strings. (a) General spectrum of
χ2-distribution with N ¼ 3ðλ1Þ freedom degrees at signiﬁcance level α¼0.05 and genera
as “realization” of 9-proﬁle string. (c) Characteristic spectrum of the textual “realizationwhere Mðχ2NÞ is the mean value of χ2-distribution with N freedom
degrees (see Fig. 1c). So, the ﬁrst test-period L with clear-cut
maximal value in the C spectrum serves as an estimate of latent
period in the string str, if this string is recognized non-
homogeneous.
For the realizations of Λ-proﬁle string at test period λ it can be
assumed
ψΛðλÞ  χ2ðK1Þðλ1Þ; ð3Þ
where χ2N is χ
2-distribution with N degrees of freedom. For an
analyzed textual string Str¼ str, using the ratio (3), a spectrum D1
of deviation from homogeneity is introduced that at test period λ
takes on a value
D1ðλÞ ¼ψ1ðλÞ=χ2critððK1Þðλ1Þ;αÞ; α¼ 0:05: ð4Þ
String str is regarded non-homogeneous, if in a range of its test-
periods requirement D 141 is fulﬁlled for more than 5% of the
test-periods (see Fig. 2a). Otherwise, the string str is considered as
a homogeneous textual string.
For textual string str an estimation L 41 is regarded as period
of latent proﬁle periodicity, if the string str is statistically undis-
tinguishable from L-proﬁle string Tdm LðΠstrðLÞ;nÞ. To check this, in
according to the ratio (3), a spectrum DL of string str deviation from
L-proﬁlity is used that at test-period λ takes on a value
DLðλÞ ¼ψ LðλÞ=χ2critððK1Þðλ1Þ;αÞ; α¼ 0:05: ð5Þ
If string str is regarded non-homogeneous textual string and in
a range of the string test-periods condition D LðλÞo1 is true for
more than 95% of the test-periods, then a hypothesis about the
existence of latent L-proﬁle periodicity in the string str is accepted
and pattern of string Tdm LðΠstrðLÞ;nÞ serves as an estimate for
pattern of latent L-proﬁle periodicity (see Fig. 2b). Otherwise, this
hypothesis is rejected (see Fig. 2c).
2.3. Regularity in textual strings
Earlier (Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2011), the regular repeating peaks
in characteristic spectra of non-homogeneous coding DNA
sequences were observed at the test-periods multiple of three (for
example, see Fig. 1c). Such a phenomenon, in contrast to the latent
proﬁle periodicity, was referred to as 3-regularity in DNA
sequences. Appearance of 3-regularity was explained by triplet
nature of the genetic code (Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2011). As it will
be shown further, practically all CDSs in human genome are the 3-
regular sequences.
Generally, in the characteristic spectra of non-homogeneous
textual strings the regular repeating peaks may be observed at the
test-periods multiple of integer number Ra1. Such a phenom-
enon is referred to as R-regularity of textual strings.9-proﬁle string. (b) X-spectrum (bold line) of the values for the right cut-off of
l spectrum (thin line) of textual string (KEGG, CDS hsa:338872, 1002 bp) considered
”.
Fig. 2. Spectra of deviation from homogeneity (see Eq. (4)) and L-proﬁlity (see Eq. (5)). The following spectra are shown for human CDS (KEGG, hsa:338872, 1002 bp):
(a) spectrum of deviation from homogeneity; (b) – deviation from 9-proﬁle periodicity; (c) – deviation from 3-proﬁle periodicity.
Fig. 3. Percentage distributions of the values of 3-regularity index I3 for DNA sequences in the two different groups: (a) 70966 non-homogeneous introns, (b) 17158 non-
homogeneous CDSs.
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homogeneous textual string. So, let us split a range of string test-
periods into sequential groups of R test-periods. Within each
group the unit value is assigned to test-period corresponding to
maximal peak in considered local area of characteristic spectrum
and zero is assigned to the other test-periods from the group. In
the result a binary string of the units and zeros is formed, i.e.
textual string str in the alphabet A¼ 0;1h i of size K ¼ 2. This string
is compared with perfect periodic string of the same length which
periodicity pattern is the following 0 … 0|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
R1 times
1. Index IR of
R-regularity of analyzed sequence is called a ratio of quantity of
coincident components between the perfect periodic and binary
(re-encoded str) strings to length of analyzed string str. While
investigating certain R-regularity, a cutoff value IR for R-regularity
index is introduced as it will be described further for R¼ 3. If for
analyzed textual string IRZ I

R, then a hypothesis about the
R-regularity existence in the string is accepted. Otherwise, the
hypothesis about R-regularity is rejected.
2.4. Selection of a cutoff value for 3-regularity index. Speciﬁcity of 3-
regularity
For revealing 3-regularity in DNA sequence it is necessary
to select a cut-off value I3 of index of 3-regularity I3. Only non-
homogeneous sequences with 3-regularity index exceeded
or equaled to the cut-off value (I3Z I

3) are considered as
3-regular ones.
Fig. 3 shows the distributions of percentage values of
3-regularity index I3 for non-homogeneous intron sequences
(Fig. 3a) and the CDSs (Fig. 3b) from human genome. Basing on
analysis of these distributions, a cut-off I3 for 3-regularity indexwas chosen equaled to 0.7. Consequently, if index of 3-regularity
I3Z I

3 ¼ 0:7, then it is regarded that analyzed sequence is 3-
regular.
Let us note the peculiarities of 3-regularity property manifes-
tation in DNA sequences. Fig. 4 represents the 2S-approach spectra
for coding and 3-regular DNA sequence without latent proﬁle
periodicity. It is follows from the spectrum in Fig. 4(a), that the
analyzed sequence is non-homogeneous. According to the chosen
criterion, index of 3-regularity I3 ¼ 0:99Z I3 ¼ 0:7, calculated from
the characteristic spectrum (see Fig. 4(b)), points out the existence
of the property of 3-regularity for this sequence. Nevertheless, as it
follows from the spectrum of deviation from 3-proﬁlity (Fig. 4(c)),
there is no latent triplet periodicity (3-proﬁlity) in the analyzed
sequence. However, if 3-proﬁlity is revealed in DNA sequence, then
such a sequence will be 3-regular also.
Besides, in DNA sequences, wherein latent proﬁle periodicity is
recognized with period length which is multiple of (but unequal
to) three, the property of 3-regularity can be observed. In this case
one can say about two-level organization of coding. Property of 3-
regularity ﬁxes the ﬁrst level of coding. Latent proﬁle periodicity
with period size, which is multiple of, but unequal to three, points
out a possibility of the higher level existence in organization of
coding. DNA sequence, which spectra of the 2S-approach are
shown in Fig. 2, demonstrates an example of such case. Spectrum
in Fig. 2(a) ﬁxes heterogeneity of this sequence. Index of 3-
regularity I3 ¼ 1, calculated from the characteristic spectrum in
Fig. 1(c), conﬁrms the presence of 3-regularity property. Never-
theless, spectrum of deviation from 3-proﬁlity (Fig. 2(c)) points
out the absence of latent triplet proﬁle periodicity in the sequence.
Spectrum of deviation from 9-proﬁlity in Fig. 2(b) reveals in this
sequence a latent proﬁle periodicity with period size of nine
nucleotides.
Fig. 4. Revelation of 3-regularity in human hexokinase 2 (EC:2.7.1.1) CDS (KEGG, hsa:3099, 2754 bp), wherein the existence of triplet latent proﬁle periodicity is not
conﬁrmed by the 2S approach. (a) Spectrum of deviation from homogeneity (see Eq. (4)). (b) Characteristic spectrum with 3-regularity ðI3 ¼ 0:99Þ. (c) Spectrum of deviation
from 3-proﬁlity (see Eq. (5)).
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organization of coding (SHOC-model) in textual strings
In the present Section a Stochastic model of Homogeneous
Organization of Coding (SHOC-model) is described. This model
explains occurrence of latent proﬁle periodicity and regularity in
the strings by the existence of some semantic units in the textual
strings. Investigation of the genetic and re-encoded literary texts
that was done within the framework of the SHOC-model conﬁrms
this hypothesis.
As it is supposed in the considered SHOC-model, encoding is
carried out by the strings (the textual codons) of the same length
ΛZ1. Each textual codon consists of the letters of alphabet
A¼ a1;…; aKh i. Probability distribution PW1 on population W1ΛðAÞ of
such textual codons determinates a random codon Cdn for which
PW1ðwÞ is probability of realizing textual codon wAW1ΛðAÞ. The
SHOC-model is a schema of r independent tests of random codon
Cdn. The schema is denoted by list ðCdn1; Cdn2;…; CdnrÞ, where
Cdnm  Cdn is a random codon of the mth test for m¼ 1; r . If in the
mth test a codon wm (m¼ 1; r) is realized, then in accordance with
the proposed SHOC-model a textual string str¼w1w2:::wrAWrΛðAÞ
is realized, where WrΛðAÞ is a population of the textual strings of
length rUΛ in the alphabet A¼ a1; :::; aKh i: Besides, according to the
SHOC-model, PWrðstrÞ ¼ PW1ðw1ÞUPW1ðw2ÞU…UPW1ðwrÞ is a prob-
ability of appearance of textual string str from the population
WrΛðAÞ, where PWr is probability distribution for the textual strings
from the population WrΛðAÞ.
Let us consider random codon Cdn that has been introduced
above. According to the distribution PW1 in each position j¼ 1;Λ of
the codon a random character ChrðpjÞ is induced. Here pj ¼
ðp 1j ;…; p Kj ÞT , and p ij is a probability for letter aiAA¼ a1;…; aKh i
(i¼ 1;K ) to be realized in the jth position of codon Cdn.
Thus, random codon Cdn can be identiﬁed with random string St
rΛðπÞ ¼ Chrðp 1Þ:::Chrðp ΛÞ  Cdn introduced in Section 2.1, where
π¼ ðp 1; :::;p ΛÞ ¼ ðπ ij ÞKΛ is a proﬁle matrix of the string StrΛðπÞ. As
our method does not take into account the correlation relation-
ships between the random characters of the string StrΛðπÞ, it isreasonably to believe that such identiﬁcation is true. Two variants
of the string StrΛðπÞ representation are possible. In the ﬁrst one –
StrΛðπÞ ¼ Tdm Lðπ0;ΛÞ is proﬁle string with pattern Ptn Lðπ0Þ. So,
the string is represented as StrΛðπÞ ¼ PtnLðπ 0Þ…PtnLðπ 0Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
q times
, whereΛ¼ LUq and q41. In the second one – the string StrΛðπÞ cannot be
represented as sequential decomposition into equal substrings. In
this case let us denote q¼ 1, Λ¼ LUq¼ L, π¼ π0 and
StrΛðπÞ ¼ PtnLðπ0Þ. Hence, schema of the r independent tests of
codon Cdn may be identiﬁed with L-proﬁle string Tdm Lðπ 0;nÞ ¼
⏟Ptn Lðπ 0 Þ…PtnL ðπ 0 Þ⏟r Uq times which pattern is PtnLðπ 0 Þ.
That way, in the frame of the spectral-statistical approach (2S-
approach) it is feasible to identify the SHOC-model with a corre-
sponding proﬁle string.
According to the Sections above, the SHOC-model explains
possibility of latent proﬁle periodicity display in DNA sequences.
Codon length of the SHOC-model coincides or is multiple of latent
period length.3. Results and discussion
At the beginning of present Section the results of the 2S-
approach applying to binary re-encoded literary texts originally
written in the English and Italian languages are considered. In re-
encoding of the original literary texts, the letters and syntactic
signs are substituted by corresponding binary codons of ﬁve
symbols (see Table 1). So, the SHOC-model, described in previous
Section, is used with a codon of size of ﬁve. It is shown, that
characteristic properties of the SHOC-model (heterogeneity,
5-regularity, 5-proﬁlity) are displayed in structural-statistical
analysis of re-encoded literary texts. Example of this model
serves as an analog of using the SHOC-model with codon of size of
three for the CDSs from human genome and the genomes of a
number of other eukaryotic organisms: A. thaliana, C. elegans, D.
melanogaster and M. musculus. It is shown that structural-
statistical properties of the re-encoded literary texts are also
Тable 1
The Latin letters and punctuation signs, corresponding to the codons of ﬁve symbols in binary alphabet /0,1S
NC Character
C
Binary Code
BC
Character frequency
(Jerome)
FC
Character frequency
(Collodi)
FC
NC Character
C
Binary
Code
BC
Character frequency
(Jerome)
FC
Character frequency
(Collodi)
FC
1 A a 00000 0.07953 0.10845 17 Q q 10101 0.00087 0.00599
2 B b 10000 0.01471 0.01288 18 R r 01011 0.05232 0.05819
3 C c 01000 0.01908 0.04915 19 S s 01101 0.05537 0.04454
4 D d 00100 0.04674 0.03325 20 T t 11010 0.09220 0.05613
5 E e 00010 0.11612 0.10137 21 U u 10110 0.02965 0.03274
6 F f 00001 0.01946 0.01017 22 V V 01110 0.00867 0.01950
7 G g 11000 0.02417 0.01836 23 W w 11100 0.02647 0.00000
8 H h 01100 0.06032 0.01447 24 X x 11001 0.00127 0.00000
9 I i 00110 0.06268 0.10010 25 Y y 10011 0.01833 0.00000
10 J j 00011 0.00118 0.00004 26 Z z 00111 0.00038 0.00645
11 K k 10001 0.00885 0.00000 27 - 11110 0.00390 0.00041
12 L l 01001 0.03691 0.05293 28 ’ " 11101 0.00724 0.01788
13 M m 00101 0.02163 0.02579 29 , 11011 0.01915 0.01764
14 N n 10010 0.06724 0.06251 30 . 10111 0.01018 0.01425
15 O o 10100 0.07456 0.09689 31 ! ? 01111 0.00147 0.00618
16 P p 01010 0.01592 0.02991 32 other 11111 0.00343 0.00382
Fig. 5. Frequency distribution FC for the characters of Latin alphabet in the ana-
lyzed literary works by Jerom K. Jerom “Three Men in a Boat” (thin line) and Carlo
Collodi “Le avventure di Pinocchio” (bold line). NC is character number in Table 1.
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properties of the CDSs from the genomes under consideration.
Comparative analysis of the structural-statistical properties of
the CDSs and the introns is further carried out for the genomes of
various organisms. The results of analysis demonstrate principal
difference between the CDSs and the introns in the genomes of
considered organisms. It is shown that CDSs' characteristic prop-
erties (heterogeneity, 3-regularity, latent proﬁlity) are practically
absent in the introns. Thereby, in DNA coding regions of eukaryotic
genomes a type of triplet periodicity described by triplet proﬁle
periodicity has been determined. By this means, for the coding
regions of genome the concept of latent triplet periodicity, widely
discussed in the literature, is conﬁrmed. The SHOC-model pro-
posed in the work explains the manifestations of such latent tri-
plet proﬁle periodicity.
3.1. SHOC-model study by the example of re-encoded literary texts
To demonstrate spectral-statistical properties of the SHOC-
model, the texts of the following books in the English and Italian
languages are used – “Three Men in a Boat” by Jerom K. Jerom and
“Le avventure di Pinocchio” by Carlo Collodi, correspondingly.
Natural minimal semantic units in these texts are alphabetic let-
ters and common punctuation signs that all will be further called
“the characters”. By analogy with the amino acids encoding by the
codons of the triplet genetic code, the characters were encoded by
binary strings of length ﬁve as shown in Table 1.
While re-encoding of original text in the Italian language, no
acute accents over the vowels and no emphasizes pointing out
time-orienting verb forms were taken into account. Also in re-
encoding both the English and Italian texts, no spaces between the
words were taken into consideration. The character frequencies in
the original texts are shown in Table 1. Fig. 5 shows an overview of
such frequencies in the analyzed literary works. Total number of
the characters in “Three Men in a Boat” and “Le avventure di
Pinocchio” is 287268 and 193704, correspondingly.
Text of each paragraph from the literary works represented in
binary alphabet was considered as a separate binary sequence. The
quantities of paragraphs in “Three Men in a Boat” and “Le
avventure di Pinoccio” were equal to 1381 and 1722, corre-
spondingly. Thus, analogy was drawn between the paragraphs and
the CDSs from genome. By analogy with the examples of CDSanalysis in Section 2, the 2S-approach was applied to analysis of
re-encoded binary texts of the paragraphs.
Dendrograms in Fig. 6 represent the results of 2S-approach
application to the binary texts. Spectral-statistical approach has
been employed only to the non-homogeneous texts of re-encoded
paragraphs, constituting the greater part (80%) of all paragraphs.
Those paragraphs which binary texts were recognized homo-
geneous, as a rule, have insufﬁcient length to employ statistical
analysis. For revealing 5-regularity in the non-homogeneous bin-
ary texts of re-encoded paragraphs, the cut-off value I5 of 5-
regularity index I5 was chosen equaled to 0.7, the same as for the
cut-off of index I3 in the CDSs of human genome (see Section 2.4).
As one can see from the dendrograms in Fig. 6, heterogenic
paragraphs of re-encoded texts have the property of 5-regularity.
The latent proﬁle periodicity (proﬁlity) is recognized for 80% of all
heterogenic paragraphs. Major part of such proﬁle paragraphs
consists of the paragraphs, wherein the latent 5-proﬁle periodicity
is recognized. The rest part has the property of latent proﬁle peri-
odicity with period size multiple of ﬁve. This part can point out the
existence of the higher level in the information encoding organi-
zation in the paragraphs of binary re-encoded literary works.
Due to the structural-statistical properties revealed in re-
encoded literary texts it is possible to suggest that the SHOC-
model, proposed in Section 2.5, with codon of size of ﬁve is correct.
To demonstrate additionally an analogy between the re-
encoded literary texts and the examples of the CDSs from
Fig. 6. Dendrograms demonstrate the structural properties revealed in the non-homogeneous binary sequences of re-encoded paragraphs (binary codon length equals to
ﬁve symbols) from the literary works. (a) J.K. Jerome “Three Men in a Boat”. (b) C. Collodi “Le avventure di Pinoccio”.
Fig. 7. The original English text of the 27th paragraph from Chapter 9 in the book by J.K. Jerome “Three Men in a Boat” (a) and the spectra of the 2S-approach for its binary
re-encoded text (b–d). Length of binary text, after re-encoding of the original paragraph, equals to 1385 symbols.
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spectral-statistical approach applying to the re-encoded para-
graphs. The original paragraphs of literary texts are presented in
Figs. 7a and 8a. In addition to that, for their re-encoded binary
analogs the spectra of 2S-approach are shown which reveal 5-
regularity (Figs. 7c and 8c) and the corresponding latent proﬁle
periodicity of ﬁve (Fig. 7d) and 15 (Fig. 8d) symbols.
Spectra in Fig. 8 demonstrate the existence of two-level orga-
nization of coding in the re-encoded paragraphs from the literary
works. The dendrograms in Fig. 6 are reﬂective of such organiza-
tion as the proﬁlity with a period multiplied of ﬁve symbols. Oneexample is shown in Fig. 8. Against the background of 5-regularity
(I5 ¼ 0:98) in the characteristic spectrum (see Fig. 8c) the latent 15-
proﬁlity is revealed for binary re-encoded text from the book “Le
avventure di Pinoccio” by C. Collodi (Fig. 8d). At that, the latent 5-
proﬁlity is not determined (see Fig. 8e).
3.2. Results of the 2S-approach application to DNA sequences from
the genomes of various organisms
At the beginning of the present Section the application results
of the 2S-approach to human CDSs with conﬁrmed functional
Fig. 8. The original Italian text of the 13th paragraph from Chapter 5 in the book by C. Collodi “Le avventure di Pinoccio” (a) and the spectra of the 2S-approach for its binary
re-encoded text (b  e). After re-encoding of the original paragraph the length of binary text equals to 565 symbols.
Fig. 9. The dendrograms show the quantitative and structural contents of analyzed DNA sequences. (a) Human CDSs from the KEGG database. (b) Sample of human intron
sequences from the EID database.
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sidered. Moreover, the 2S-approach is used to analyze human
introns (from the EID database (Shepelev and Fedorov, 2006)). The
essential difference between the structural-statistical properties of
the CDSs and the introns is shown. Property of 3-regularity char-
acterizing the CDSs of human genome is practically absent in the
introns. Besides, an analogy between the structural-statistical
properties of human CDSs and re-encoded literary texts(see Section 3.1) is observed. It will be shown further that the
same conclusions are true for the CDSs and the introns of A.
thaliana, C. elegans, D. melanogaster and M. musculus genomes.
Dendrogram in Fig. 9a shows, that practically all CDSs of human
genome, with accuracy to statistical error, are 3-regular sequences.
In the majority of CDSs (90%) latent proﬁle periodicity with
period equaled to or multiple of three is revealed. At that, the
latent triplet proﬁle periodicity is found out for 76% of the CDSs. As
Fig. 10. Revelation of the latent proﬁle periodicity with pattern of 84 bp in zinc ﬁnger protein CDS of human genome (KEGG, hsa:7644, 3576 bp) with the help of the 2S-
approach. (a) Spectrum of deviation from homogeneity (see Eq. (4)). (b) Characteristic spectrum. (c) Spectrum of deviation from 84-proﬁlity (see Eq.(5)).
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of three is determined for 13% of the CDSs.
As one can see from the dendrograms in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 6, full
analogy between the structural-statistical properties of human
CDSs and the paragraphs of re-encoded literary texts is observed.
Hence, it can be supposed the correctness of SHOC-model with
codon size of three for describing organization of information
encoding in the CDSs of human genome.
Earlier (Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2010, 2011; Kutyrkin and Chaley,
2011, 2012) DNA sequences with two-level organization of
encoding have been found out with the help of 2S-approach. If 3-
regularity is detected, while 3-proﬁlity is not revealed in DNA
sequence, thus the ﬁrst level in organization of encoding is man-
ifested. In this case the second level of coding organization in DNA
sequence can be determined as the latent proﬁle periodicity with
period multiple of three. As, such latent proﬁlity in coding regions
of DNA may correlate with the structural particularities of their
encoded proteins (Chaley and Kutyrkin, 2010, 2011). Direct iden-
tiﬁcation of such particularities is complicated enough, because
the goal of searching is not a priory known. For example, existence
of latent proﬁlity of 33 bp (33-proﬁlity) is determined (Chaley and
Kutyrkin, 2010, 2011) in coding regions of many genes from apo-
lipoprotein family PF01442 in the Pfam database (http://pfam.
sanger.ac.uk/). As known, the secondary structure of this family
includes a few pairs of the α-helixes consisting of 11 and 22 amino
residues that correlates with proﬁle periodicity of 33 bp in the
apolipoprotein genes. Furthermore, in the work (Chaley and
Kutyrkin, 2011) characteristic pattern size (290 bp) of proﬁle
periodicity has been found out in the genes of ﬁbronectine domain
type III family. Pattern size of 290 bp correlates with length (90–
100 aa) of repeating domain in the proteins of this family. In the
present work the latent proﬁle periodicity with pattern of 84 bp
was revealed in 203 CDSs of “zinc ﬁnger” protein family from
human genome. Pattern size of such latent periodicity corresponds
to the size (20 a.a.) of repeating “zinc ﬁnger” domain. The results
of 2S-approach employment to analysis of one CDS from this
family shown in Fig. 10 illustrate the existence of such latent
proﬁle periodicity.Let us show that application of the 2S-approach to analysis of
structural-statistical properties of the CDSs and the introns from
the genomes of various eukaryotic organisms gives the results
similar to the results obtained for human genome. The dendro-
grams in Figs. 11 and 12 represent the results of this analysis.
Comparison of the dendrograms in Fig. 9 for human genome
with the dendrograms in Figs. 11 and 12 for various eukaryotic
organisms reveals a similarity of structural-statistical properties
both for the CDSs and the introns. Some differences in the den-
drograms in Fig. 11(d) for mouse and Fig. 6(a) for human CDSs are
likely to observe, because the coding DNA sequences of mouse
genome were analyzed without checking reliability of functional
activity (see Section 2) as it was done for other genomes. There-
fore, the same conclusions are true for the sequences from the
genomes of eukaryotic organisms as for the analogous sequences
of human genome.
3.3. Conclusion
In the present work the concept of latent triplet periodicity
existence in coding DNA regions widely discussed earlier has been
conﬁrmed with the analysis of structural-statistical properties of
the CDSs from a few eukaryotic genomes. For the ﬁrst time, it is
shown in the work, that latent triplet periodicity in the CDSs of
eukaryotic genomes is the periodicity of a new type called proﬁle
periodicity.
Approximate tandem repeats are a particular case of the latent
proﬁle periodicity which is based on a stochastic model of special
random (proﬁle) strings. Stochastic model of homogeneous orga-
nization of coding (the SHOC-model) in textual strings which
explains the latent proﬁle periodicity manifestation in DNA
sequences has been proposed in the work.
As shown in the work, the codons of the genetic code in frame
of the SHOC-model can be considered as the analogs of the letters
and syntactic signs in the texts of native languages. Such an ana-
logy is demonstrated with the examples of analysis of two literary
works in English and Italian languages.
Fig. 11. The dendrograms show the quantitative and structural contents of the analyzed samples for the CDSs of (a) A. thaliana, (b) C. elegans, (c) D. melanogaster, obtained
from the KEGG database, and (d) for the CDSs of M. musculus, obtained from the EID database.
Fig. 12. The dendrograms show the quantitative and structural contents of the analyzed samples of intron sequences from the EID database. The results are represented for
the following organisms: (a) A. thaliana, (b) C. elegans, (c) D. melanogaster and (d) M. musculus.
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